St. Petersburg Police are investigating a stolen trailer containing a dance school's sets and props.

The white utility trailer was stolen from behind the A&G Dance Academy, 9720 16th St. N. It was on loan from Marshall Pest Patrol (owned by the dad of a dancer) to transport their props to a dance competition.

The trailer has Marshall Pest Patrol’ on it so it’s possible the thief expected it to be full of lawn / exterminator equipment. We hope the public can help find it.

It was stolen sometime between July 7th, the last time they used it, and July 14th, when they noticed it was missing. The theft has been especially difficult for the dance academy. Even though there wasn’t a great monetary loss, the dads and kids had worked very hard to build the dance sets and props, including a 14 foot airplane. They would like to recover the trailer and the items.

The A&G Dance Academy director, Tiffany Avey is available after 2p.m. 727-244-2335. The dance classes are held in the late afternoon.
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